


Welcome
Welcome to Westside Warehouse and our 2022 

Vintage Holiday Gala, where we will award our 

2023 Student Scholarships and announce our 

NEWH Atlanta 2023 TopID’s. 

On behalf of NEWH Atlanta’s Board of Directors 

we would like to thank all of our corporate 

partners, patrons and continued supporters, we 

simply could not do this with you.





Evening Events
6:00PM – 7:00PM 

SPARKLE HAPPY HOUR

7:00PM – 7:30PM 

SEATING & WELCOME

7:30PM – 8:30PM 

CELBRATION DINNER

8:30PM – 10:00PM 

TopID & STUDENT AWARDS

10:15PM 

ORMSBY’S AFTER PARTY

1170 HOWELL MILL RD STE P20, ATLANTA, GA 30318

#NEWHATLSPARKLES

Please use the above hashtag throughout the evening.



Sponsors
Without you this event would not be possible. We sincerely appreciate 

your generosity and support.

IHG & STUDENT TABLES

TopID TABLES

TABLE



Sponsors
Without you this event would not be possible. We sincerely appreciate 

your generosity and support.

DESIGN TABLES

TABLE

ARNOLD DESIGN 

RESOURCES & 

SHERYL WHITE



Sponsors
Without you this event would not be possible. We sincerely appreciate 

your generosity and support.

EVENT

#NEWHATLSPARKLES

Bar

Photography 

& Videography 

Audio Visual

Marketing 360° Photo Booth 

Champagne Toast



Tots
Everyone was asked to bring an unwrapped toy that will be 

given to Toys for Tots for children in need. 

TOYS FOR

#NEWHATLSPARKLES



Scholarships
This year we will award a total of $50,000 to five 

deserving students from your generous 

sponsorships all through-out the year. 

Congratulations to our winners. 

NEWH ATLANTA WINNERS

AMIRA N. RICHARDSON

ACACIA ALLISON UECHI 

CAMRYN ELISE WILLIS

IHG WINNERS

IHG KEVIN WOODARD MEMEORIAL

MADELEINE ELLIS SMITH

IHG GOODCONNECTIONS

KALAH VIANN LEE

STUDENT



My name is Acacia Uechi. I’m an interior architecture student at the University of Tennessee, 

originally from Cleveland, Ohio. I’m currently the second year representative for IA 

Collaborative, a student organization that combines the student chapters of ASID and IIDA. 

I’m passionate about inclusivity in design and creating designs that explore culture and 

unity. My hope is to work at a hospitality firm that specializes in hotels and restaurants, places 

that really bring people from all different types of backgrounds together.

Acacia 

Allison Uechi
CLEVELAND, OH

UNIVERSITY OF 
TENNESSEE

2023 STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER



“My name is Amira Richardson and I'm a writer and designer from Bridgeport, CT. I 

love the art of combining story with interior design to create immersive 

experiences within interior environments.”

Amira N. 

Richardson
Bridgeport, CT

SCAD

2023 STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER



Camryn Willis '23 is obtaining a degree in Hospitality Administration from Georgia State 

University. Her career interests include market insight research, hotel development, 

and concept design. Outside of school, Camryn enjoys exploring national parks, 

collecting postcards, and sharing a great meal with her family and friends.

Camryn 

Elise Willis
ATLANTA, GA

GEORGIA STATE

2023 STUDENT 
SCHOLARSHIP WINNER



Madeleine 

Ellis Smith
FAIRHOPE, AL

AUBURN 
UNIVERSITY

2023 IHG KEVIN WOODARD MEMORIAL 
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP  WINNER

Ellis Smith grew up in Atlanta, GA and Fairhope, AL and is currently a junior at Auburn University. She is 

studying Architecture and hopes to one day have her own residential firm. From a young age, Ellis was 

interested in the design world, particularly houses. She loves meeting new people and connecting with 

them. She believes that designing a home is the perfect way to do that. This semester, Ellis has had the 

privilege of being part of the Rural Studio Program in Newbern, AL. She has enjoyed the real-world 

application of taking a design and bringing it to completion. Building a home for a local client in this 

underserved area has been especially meaningful. Ellis is very grateful for the opportunity that NEWH has 

given her and is very excited to see what the future has in store!



Kalah Viann Lee
MARIETTA, GA

SCAD

2023 IHG GOODCONNECTIONS
STUDENT SCHOLARSHIP WINNER

I am incredibly grateful to have had the opportunity to apply for the NEWH scholarship. Thank you for 

your consideration and active support. Through interior design, I will serve and uplift others through 

well-designed positive spaces. My personal journey has taken me through many of life’s highs and 

lows. It’s my design philosophy that success stems from being unafraid to fail. After graduating high 

school I was admitted to Savannah College of Art and Design where I completed my BA in 

Communications. During the first few months of the pandemic, I had a realization that your 

environment has a direct effect on your mental health. Making this connection was a pivotal moment 

in my life. I am now in my Jr. year at Savannah College of Art and Design graduating in 2024. My 

education in the Interior design program is unparalleled, I am grateful to work alongside talented 

peers and extraordinary professors as I begin my journey into the industry. I enjoy interior design 

because it allows me to think critically and understand design from different points of view. I choose 

this career because life is about experiencing the world and the environment around you. I want to 

provide spaces that promote equality, value, and uplift my community.



NEWH TopID program is committed to recognizing the Interior Design firms 

that deliver exceptional hospitality design while also supporting NEWH’s 

mission of offering education and networking events to raise scholarship 

funds for students pursuing careers in hospitality. It is a selection in part 

qualitative, with weight given for participation in NEWH chapters, their 

boards, as well as international boards.  Additional consideration is given to 

firms whose hospitality projects have been recognized with awards and in 

publications. This exclusive recognition is NEWH’s way of supporting and 

promoting our Design membership. Congratulations to each of your for your 

accomplishments in creating beautiful hospitality spaces.

NEWH 
ATLANTA

2023
TOPID NOMINEES 

Ai3

BANKO DESIGN

DESIGN CONTINUUM

DESIGN DIRECTIONS

ID STUDIO

JOHNSON STUDIO

LARSON NICHOLS

SIMS PATRICK STUDIO

TVS

Z-SPACE



2023 TopID NOMINEE



Global Tech Company 
Atlanta Campus Amenities 

Atlanta has established itself as a global magnet 

for opportunity, where instigators for change are 

not only allowed, but welcomed. Everyone who 

has changed the course of Atlanta’s past has 

done so by being authentic to who they are, 

standing strong in their beliefs. By embracing the 

colorful Atlanta story and all those who have 

shaped it, the space creates a tangible bond 

within the community. By inviting visitors to step

Intown Golf Club
Buckhead Atlanta

The concept for the first Intown Golf Club creates a community 

for individuals sharing a passion for golf, attracting members 

with limited time to play on a course, wanting to improve their 

game, or to be part of a distinctive club. “Luxury & 

Convenience”: The interior design elevates the experience 

around indoor golf simulators by creating a solution revolving 

around social interaction. Members travel through open and 

compressed spaces, creating environments that feel warm, 

comfortable, and sophisticated. Simulators are blended into 

the design by offsetting the technology with the creative use of 

luxurious materials. Each club location will showcase a large, 

dynamic bar designed as a striking focal point inspired by a

Reynolds Lake Oconee 
Richland Pointe Amenities

“Come to a place where culinary and 

wellness meet on the lake.”

Amenities for members of this residential 

development on Lake Oconee are 

designed to reinforce a welcoming 

lifestyle of good health, good friends, 

and good for the environment. The 

boutique design of this restaurant, 

wellness center, pools and green space 

absorbs the beautiful lake views, 

intending to blend open-air community 

with high-tech wellness.

Drawing inspiration from the outdoor lifestyle and boathouse architecture, the design embraces the energy flowing from the 

lake. Warm, wormy-maple panels in the lobby welcome members with lantern-inspired pendant lights and curated artwork. 

The 52-foot long indoor/outdoor bar is the focal-point, providing optimal views of the lake and opening to the event lawn.

Half-moon framed mirrors featured above the channel-tufted booths reflect beautiful daytime and nighttime views to the lake. 

A canopy of lights dangles above the dining room like fireflies on a warm southern evening.

local course (such as The Masters scoreboard at Augusta National). A strong brand presence is created with unexpected moments, 

including “golf cues and touchpoints” to be seen and felt throughout the design of millwork, seating and tables.

into the shoes of a high-tech engineer, or a change maker of Atlanta, every visitor will be empowered to achieve more.  THE 

EXPERIENCE: “I See You” Exude inclusivity within the urban energy found in the city of Atlanta. Be Genuine; Have Flavor & Swag; 

Engage & Connect THE ENVIRONMENT: “Urban Grit” Invite all to interact and immerse themselves in the company’s story. Utilize 

a Multicultural Palette; Bold Contrast; Create Daring Features; Have a Local Vibe
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Crowne Plaza 
Kearney, NE

The Crowne Plaza in Kearney, NE is a new construction, 172 room hotel and conference center. Guestrooms offered by the 

property include king, double queen, and king suites. The Interior Design is inspired by the city’s establishment as a crossroads of 

east/west migration beginning in the mid-1800’s, and the migration of sandhill cranes the city hosts each year. The color scheme

brightens the space with subtle yellow tones against neutral greys, navy blues, and blacks. Catering to business and family 

travelers alike, the design matches the bustling and upbeat tempo of the city’s business economy, while remaining comfortable

for families. Banko Design provided full Interior Design and Procurement services for this project.

Worldmark St. George
St. George, UT

The St. George Vacation Resort completed 

a full renovation of its Typical, Penthouse, 

and Presidential units including casegoods, 

softgoods, and cabinets. The interior design 

was inspired by the thrill-seeking guest of the 

resort through its bright color scheme that 

couples rich earth tones with turquoise. The 

furniture features modern silhouettes with 

subtle accents of rope textures, geometric 

patterns, and smooth metals. Banko Design 

provided full Interior Design Services for the 

renovation, which completed in 2022.

American House 
Oak Park, IL

American House Oak Park is a new construction Independent Living, 

Assisted Living, and Memory Care senior living community in Illinois. 

The project includes seven levels with approximately 67,000 square 

feet of amenity space and 172 resident units. The property boasts five 

dining outlets, including three formal dining venues, bistro, and bar. 

The Interior Design is inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright’s signature Prairie-

Style Architecture, whose genesis is found in Oak Park. The custom 

bar features ebony wood tones with gold accents punctuating the 

contemporary details of the millwork. Black and white mosaic tile 

flooring is coupled with white stone and brass metal accents that 

elevate the experience and nod to period that informs the design. 

Simplistic yet sophisticated, the furniture features strong yet refined 

lines and is dressed in warm vinyl and menswear-inspired plaids. 

Banko Design provided full Interior Design and Procurement services 

for this project, which will open late 2022.
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Originally opened in 1852, the Battle House continues to enchant each guest immediately upon arrival. Entering the lobby, 

delighted faces look up to see the spectacular domed ceiling o tiffany glass that embraces the fusion of past and present. 

Looking around one imagines the history that she has seen, from noted guests of the likes of Oscar Wilde. The atmosphere gives 

each guest a sense of importance like a membership into society's elite. Traditions passed down like Mardi Gras Balls in the 

Crystal Ballroom are honored here. Sequined costumes, giant floral arrangements, ornate decorations were embraced. Mobile 

is the birthplace of Mardi Gras and has its own twist to the celebration such as Moonpies that are commonly thrown off the 

ornate floats to the exited throngs during the annual Mardi Gras parades just outside the door. Like Mobile, The Battle House

offers a vast array of great charm, rich diversity and dynamic idea. Fresh colors and sophisticated patterns compliment the 

traditional cultural feel, presented in a delightfully fresh and upscale manner.

A nexus for busy convention travelers and adventure seeking vacationers. The Hyatt at Mission Bay overlooks a gleaming marina 

and the vast crystal blue pacific ocean. Visitors are literally drawn to the outdoor living lifestyle. Mission Bay, known as the

playground of San Diego, offers an array of activities such as boating, surfing, swimming, fishing, and relaxing by the pool.

Celebrating the independent nature of California, the design will embrace its individuality with a tailored, yet playful take on coastal 

design. Classic nautical details, such as weathered woods, braided knots, polished metals and bustling sails will be incorporated into 

subtle design elements. Maritime colors such as crisp whites and cobalt blues will seemingly merge the indoor and outdoor spaces. 

Playful tones and cheeky riffs on shape and proportion will define the spaces in a hotel that doesn't take itself too seriously. Along 

with the service one would expect at a Hyatt Regency. The updated design will elevate the experience with quiet sophistication 

and high end comfort.

Riverview Renaissance Hotel
Mobile, AL

The oldest city in the state of Alabama, Mobile is rich with history, 

cultural diversity, and culinary influences which are as unique as those 

that have passed through its ports in the last three centuries.

This city's elegant traditional architecture draws from French, British, & 

Spanish colonial history which is then juxtaposed between the 

industrial maritime shipping ports that reside in Mobile Bay. As the only 

state in the country with natural resources to make iron and steel, it is 

no wonder Mobile Alabama is known for their shipbuilding.

As distinguished as the city of itself, the timeless ornate European 

influenced elements and the rigid industrial modern forms unite to 

immerse the senses into an eclectic merger of the past and the 

present. Features of distressed damasks, worn concrete, and brick 

create rich textures and depth. The overall neutral envelope with 

modern theatrical pops of color, is reminiscent of an old ship and the 

rusty patina that adorns its hull. Whimsical maritime elements, 

transport guests from the hotel interior to the Mobile Bay.

Hyatt Regency Mission Bay
San Diego, CA

Battle House Renaissance 

Hotel
Mobile, AL
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Courtyard by Marriott & Residence 

Inn by Marriott
Jekyll Island, GA

Hyatt Regency Villa Christina 
Atlanta North, GA

The Hyatt Regency Villa Christina is known for its beautiful gardens and 

outdoor event venues in addition to the hotel. This most recent renovation 

repositioned the hotels Food and Beverage venues, updating them to a 

modern and fresh concept relevant to today’s culture. The existing F & B 

areas were reconfigured, creating a casual Market Café adjacent to a 

flexible dining room that can also be utilized for events. The dining 

room/event venue was inspired by a garden conservatory, with encaustic 

tile flooring, light wood finishes, and furniture styled banquettes to provide 

flexibility within the space, which offers the guest a different type of event 

space from the hotel ballroom. The Market café offers a fresh menu and 

market inspired by an Italian coffee bar and cafe'. The hotel bar was 

reinvented from a lobby bar to a Whiskey Bar with a darker, moodier 

atmosphere with new finishes and furnishings.

Holiday Inn Resort
Panama City, Florida

The Holiday Inn Resort hotel rests on the white sandy 

beaches of Panama City, a vacation destination 

situated on the Gulf of Mexico. The hotel embraces 

the fun and lively atmosphere the city, with the 

renovation of the interiors matching the vibe. The 

recent guestroom partial renovation boasts clean, 

modern case goods with cantilevered designs and 

dual light wood and crisp white finishes. The unique 

upholstered pieces are also casual with a 

Scandinavian feel. The updated decorative lighting 

package has simple geometric designs and mixed 

finishes of warm gold contrasting with matte white. 

The rich, warm neutral fabric palette paired with 

deep blue and amber takes inspiration from the 

landscape—the golden sky at sunset, the beautiful 

blue water, and the shifting sand of the beach. By 

embracing the natural palette, the guest feels 

immersed within both the hotel and the environment, 

making their stay an authentic beach escape.

This Marriott Dual Brand property sits on the natural coastline of Jekyll Island – a serene haven of the Golden Isles. Known for its 

natural beauty, historic charm, and expansive beaches the island sets the tone for the hotel’s fresh and relaxed atmosphere. 

The design concept embraces the natural landscape and organic textures found on the island creating a strong connection 

to the natural environment – fully submersing the guest into the coastal island experience. The color palette draws inspiration 

from the flora and fauna native to the island combined with the clean lines and contemporary interior detailing creates a 

fresh but casual vibe. Inspired by the sandy beaches, blue waters, and textural grasses, the design evokes a feeling that one

can only get while visiting this island sanctuary. Textural accents, light washed woods in combination with an abundance of 

natural light portray the essence of Jekyll Island’s coastal charm.
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City Mills
Columbus, Georgia

Positioned along the Chattahoochee River, the South Georgia City of 

Columbus gained commercial importance with a profound mark in 

southern agricultural history. The building, now home to The City Mills Hotel, 

was first established as a Gris Mill that turned raw grain into flour. Inspired by 

the industrial heritage of the mill, authentic materiality reflective of the 

grains processed on site are balanced with refined details to form a 

discerning experience for business and leisure travelers alike.

Upon arrival, guests are welcomed at the registration desk refurbished from 

an original grain sifter found in the mill. In guestrooms, the desk lamps 

feature a base modeled after the hurst line gears while the metal wire 

headboard detail mimics several artifacts found on site, a motif that is also 

reflected in the carpet pattern. Throughout all areas the exposed brick, 

wood beams and historic relics illustrate the rich heritage of the mill.

Residence Inn 
San Pablo Jacksonville, FL

Residence Inn San Pablo is designed to be a 

medical hotel for guests who need a place to 

stay while receiving treatment at the nearby 

Mayo Clinic.

Large windows flood the rooms with natural light, 

a mood boosting element for extended stay and 

limited mobility guests. Located near the 

elevators and on-site nurses’ station, the second 

floor Mayo Lounge provides an area for guests 

receiving treatment to safely get out of their 

rooms for a change of scenery. Prepared for 

many possible situations, the second floor can 

receive hospital beds; guestrooms on this level 

include emergency power outlets and additional 

grab bars. Equipped with a state-of-the-art HVAC 

system, the property has cleaner air than typical 

hotels.

Hilton Garden Inn
Haymarket, Virginia 

Hilton Garden Inn Haymarket provides guests 

and locals a Virginia-centric eatery paying 

homage to the 200-year old legacy that weaves 

itself through the land where the original Red 

House Tavern once stood. Layered atop white 

painted brick, stained wood and black metal 

shelving house the borrow/lend book system and 

display local artisan crafts. A separate exterior 

entrance for the Tavern welcomes passers-by 

into this classic “after-work gathering spot” with 

beamed ceilings, wood floors and fireplace 

lounging areas perfect for a morning coffee or 

after dinner drink. A mix of seating types and 

zones provide guests a place to work, play, eat 

and lounge whether alone or in a group. For 

intimate gatherings, a private dining room sits like 

a glass jewel box amid the bold restaurant colors 

of emerald, sapphire, ruby and amber which 

pop against the natural textures and neutral 

finishes.

Natural light and curated art are found throughout the public area 

with large windows as the front desk feature wall and panels by art 

designer Alex Turco adorn the bar face and elevator lobby.
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Ambar Restaurant – The Plaza Hotel Pioneer Park
El Paso, TX

Casa don Alfonzo Restaurant – The Ritz-Carton 
St. Louis, MO

Our studio was tasked with an extensive 

renovation of the F&B spaces in The Ritz-Carlton St. 

Louis. The traditional spaces were to be 

reconfigured for a vibrant bar, restaurant, and 

expo kitchen that would bring new energy to the 

hotel and community. The new restaurant 

operator was to be a two-starred Michelin rated 

restaurant, Don Alfonso 1890. Our goal was to 

integrate the essence of the third-generation 

Italian restaurant on the Amalfi Coast with the 

traditional architecture of the existing hotel. The 

original Italian restaurant had a joie de vie vibe 

that was simultaneously luxurious and lighthearted. 

We wanted to honor the original family’s 

philosophy and attitude.

Rumi’s Kitchen Restaurant – Colony Square
Atlanta, GA

Rumi’s Kitchen Colony Square is the third restaurant 

collaboration between The Johnson Studio and Chef 

Ali Mesghali. Located in the heart of Atlanta, our 

team was tasked with creating an authentic vision of 

a modern Persian restaurant. Working closely with the 

owner, we pulled subtle, authentic details into the 

overall design to highlight the essence of Persian 

hospitality and culture.

The restaurant features an elegant, yet comfortable 

design, suitable for both a business lunch and a more 

intimate dinner. The movement of whirling dervishes, 

Persian calligraphy, and rustic old-world architectural 

elements inspired the design. Traditional gold and 

Persian blue are incorporated throughout, and 

Tandoori ovens on display in the expo kitchen provide 

warmth and hospitality. Guests can also enjoy the 

outdoor patio for a more casual experience with 

views of passerby.

Along with new lighter and brighter finishes, we put the artist chefs 

on stage with an expo kitchen and mirror polished ceiling. The 

result is an animated restaurant and convivial bar connected by 

the warmth and energy of the kitchen.

Situated within the historic Pueblo Art Deco style hotel commissioned by Conrad Hilton in the late 1920’s, our studio was tasked

with creating a modern and vibrant food and beverage venue in the heart of the hotel’s historic renovation. This began by 

reinstating the double-height lobby atrium space, which had been capped during a previous renovation. The focal back bar rises 

40 feet high and displays one of the state’s largest tequila collections behind a sheath of amber glass and polished stainless steel. 

Using a collection of historic resources, the design team developed a palette of rich walnut wood, jewel-tone mohair fabrics, 

warm brass metals, and restored terracotta flooring. Custom designed light fixtures borrow details from original lighting, while

hand-tooled leather panels made by Mexican artisans evoke the distinct spirit of the place. Luxurious contemporary moments 

blended with rough-hewn Texas casual elegance create a truly unique and authentic dining experience.
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Wycliffe Golf and Country Club
Wellington, FL

Our design intent was to create usable spaces to fit the membership 

lifestyle, while taking a dated design and making it more fresh, new, 

and modern. One design challenge for us was timing. The overall 

schedule spanned 3 years, 2 phases, and major renovations, all while 

the Club was open and fully operational. This included a brand new Spa 

and Fitness Center, a new destination-style Restaurant and expansion of 

the Lobby to include a new Bar and Lounge. Key features included a 

two-story water wall separating the Lobby from the new Bar and 

Lounge, new custom decorative lighting throughout, custom stained 

architectural ceiling and glass wine display at the new Restaurant. High-

end finishes became the foundation for these key features that were 

complimented with intricately detailed custom furniture, luxurious fabrics 

and commissioned artwork. Creating a timeless design that members 

are sure to enjoy for years to come.

Boca West Country Club
Boca Raton, FL

Overall Project Goal: To update this clubhouse that had dark 

and dated finishes, furnishings and lighting to make it look new, 

light and fresh for daytime but moody and lounge like for 

evenings. We space planned the Lobby & Pre-Function Lounge 

with multiple seating groups creating small intimate areas that 

couple or larger parties could gather throughout.

Key Feature: The client had an outdated bar that was no longer 

used to seat and serve patrons. It was only used for service by 

the wait staff. We removed the overhang from the face of the 

bar so it would look more like a walk-up counter rather than a 

bar missing barstools. We also created a back bar that served as 

a focal point in the room by adding a large, oversized striking 

piece of artwork that could be seen from across the room. 

Additional features like custom sliding doors, leather wrapped 

panels at the face of the bar and accent lighting make what 

used to be a lifeless area come alive. High-end finishes became 

the foundation for these key features that were complimented 

with intricately detailed custom furniture, luxurious fabrics and 

commissioned artwork. Creating a timeless design that members 

are sure to enjoy for years to come.

Boca West Mr. D's
Boca Raton, FL

This project pushed our design talents outside of the box and our 

comfort zones. We were asked to help develop a Top Golf concept 

at Boca West Country Club with an open-air Restaurant and Bar. We 

found new sources, finishes, and outdoor vendors that inspired the 

black, white, and green color scheme. Black and white ceramic tiles 

lined the floor at the Bar. The countertop selected shows black 

veining on a stark white background. The back bar included green 

subway tiles with satin nickel etageres for glass storage. Vintage 

photos were added to the Restaurant and Restrooms to complete 

the look. Boxwood hedges created a natural privacy barrier 

between each of the 7 golf bays. Outdoor dining furniture was used 

throughout with a mix of lounge furniture added to the golf bays.
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Grady Hotel
Louisville, KY

The Grady hotel, nestled in the heart of downtown 

Louisville’s Market District, tells a 3-dimensional story 

of Louisville. Guests of the 51-key landmark 

destination enjoy the display of restored historic 

architectural details and learn about the interesting 

history of the building dating back to 1883.

The newly restored building is now home to what is 

an overall one-of-a-kind southern hospitality 

experience. The unique voluminous lobby space has 

a welcoming living room check-in experience 

utilizing pods. As a major focal point behind the 

check-in area, there is a collaborative artwork piece 

made with over 25,000 individually stamped coins. 

Guestrooms are carefully crafted and curated, 

providing a place for everything. Designed with 

comfort, beauty and convenience in mind, they 

feature unique custom furniture pieces and 

casegoods, specialty local goods in the mini bar 

and custom chandeliers. The artwork and amenities 

continue the overall storytelling approach to the 

artwork and accessories.

Terrace Hotel
Lakeland, FL

Originally opening its doors in 1924, The 

Terrace Hotel at Lakeland has lived many 

lives. The hotel was Lakeland, Florida’s first 

hotel and the state of Florida's first year-round 

hotel due to the invention of air conditioning. 

The design inspiration gives a nod to its 

vivacious 1920s art deco history, featuring new 

finishes and eclectic furnishings while keeping 

vestiges of the hotel’s original architecture. 

The first-floor lobby and on-site restaurant 

include original cypress ceilings, iconic black-

tile floors and floor-to-ceiling windows. The 

hotel perfectly combines the memory of its 

once Old-World glamor with modern 

sophistication, incorporating the elegant lines 

of the Royal Family’s swan descendants and 

the lush gardens and vibrant hues of the citrus 

groves nearby. All spaces mix new with classic 

and timeless elements to tie together the local 

flora, fauna and wildlife's color palette and 

textures, including lively shades of orange and 

cool, serene shades of blue.

Glenn Hotel
Atlanta, GA

Built in 1923, the 10-story Glenn Hotel is located in the 

heart of downtown Atlanta. To accomplish the client’s 

main objective of creating a residentially-inspired hotel 

for guests to experience true southern hospitality, our 

team focused on featuring southern style, culture and 

landscape while creating an intimate and welcoming 

setting.

In celebration of Atlanta’s beginning as the city within a 

forest, there are 39 lionheads on the exterior cornice. 

Artwork and accents throughout repeat contrasting 

motifs, creating a scavenger hunt for guests. The 

reception area mimics an intimate library with a 

vintage-style reception desk and the rooftop 

lounge/bar is designed as an enchanted garden. The 

overall effect is a design that is a traditional yet new 

and dynamic space that is a microcosm of Atlanta – a 

city of rich history with a gracious, yet energetic 

southern charm and a layer of unexpected flair.
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Marriott UNC

Charlotte, NC

The owners sought a hospitality destination true to its Charlotte roots and subtly boasts its connection to UNC. The ground-up 

hotel supports a range of needs for visitors to the University, including ample meeting and event space, a variety of room 

types to accommodate families, and social space for alumni to gather. 

The design team employed several strategies highlighting its connection to the land, UNC Charlotte and the city’s gold rush 

legacy – textures in wallcoverings, 3D wood walls, pattern and texture in the floor tile, and the rich neutral color palette with 

green and blue accents. The two-story glass light installation connecting the ground floor with the lower level, and the 

movement in the carport design nods to the nearby river. The University’s heritage is celebrated with touches of green and 

gold in the carpet, gold accents in hardware and lighting, and with several views of UNC.

Marriott West 
Des Moines, IA

Recognized for its breathtaking scenery, this midland 

state has influenced the new design at the West Des 

Moines Marriott with themes of nature and discovery. 

New design elements throughout the hotel exhibit 

contoured lines mimicking the area’s softly rolling hills, 

cascading rivers and expansive horizons.

The expansive topography influenced the design for 

the large, open lobby and restaurant plans, providing 

unencumbered that connect the social gathering 

areas. A Mother’s Earth color palette guided the 

material selections throughout the design.

The revamp includes the renovation of approximately 

27,000 SF of lobby, restaurant, lobby bar, M-Club, 

restrooms, ballrooms and meeting space, as well as 

220 guest rooms and suites. The renovation was 

completed in 2021.

Embassy Suites 
Tampa, FL

Embassy Suites Tampa at USF is located just along the edge of the 

University of South Florida’s campus. This facility hosts prospective 

students to USF as well as extended stay patients of the Moffitt Cancer 

Center and families traveling to visit Busch Gardens. 

The eight-story property boasts 247 guest suites, including one 

presidential suite. TVS was brought on to facilitate the renovation of all 

247 guestrooms and the public areas, including new furniture and 

finishes throughout the atrium and meeting spaces. Owned by Atrium 

Hospitality, TVS has a long-standing relationship with Atrium and has 

successfully completed multiple design packages for them in recent 

years.
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Grana 
Atlanta, GA

Grana is a southern Italian restaurant that specializes in wood-

fired Neapolitan pies and traditional Italian specialties. Our 

design choices were inspired by the building facades, 

materials, and finishes that are seen in Italy. The interiors reflect 

an outdoor experience, with an earthtone color palette and 

layers of rustic texture. The walls feature various types of stone, 

while tan and brown hexagon tile flooring blends seamlessly 

into the herringbone porcelain tile that runs throughout the 

dining room. A mural of Michaelangel’s David, oversized in 

scale, peers into the dining room through a brick window 

behind the bar. The bar features wood pilasters, mirror inserts, 

and indirect lighting to add drama to the space. The open 

kitchen provides a sense of theater, with the names of the 

owner’s children displayed prominently on the wood-fired 

ovens.C&S Seafood & Oyster Bar 
Sandy Springs, GA

At C&S Seafood & Oyster Bar in Sandy 

Springs, we created a concept that is 

Art Deco made current. The 

atmosphere at C&S is sumptuous, so 

we used opulent materials throughout 

the design. The custom flooring is 

terrazzo, and the walls are clad in two 

shades of mahogany featuring intricate 

millwork and paneling. The banquettes 

and dining room chairs are upholstered 

in mohair, and the chandeliers are 

custom-made, inspired by a wedding 

cake in their design, with multiple layers 

that add a sense of grandeur to the 

dining room. The oyster station is a 

focal point of the restaurant, 

merchandising the fresh oysters and 

seafood, and allowing diners to watch 

their food being prepared.

Bastone 
Atlanta, GA

Bastone is a wine-focused mozzarella bar featuring handmade pastas and craft cocktails. Our design was influenced by the fresh 

mozzarella that’s served here, and that’s reflected in the light and airy off-white interior. The focal point of the restaurant is the dual-

purpose bar. The left side is a liquor bar with a wood front and maple top. The right side of the bar is where the chef creates flights 

of mozzarella on the custom quartz bar top. Timeless European influences are used throughout the restaurant, including the 

damask wallcovering, the bentwood chairs, and the round ball light fixtures. The gold tufted banquettes are weathered by design 

and feature contrasting red buttons, while the two-tone olive and gold tufted barstools are adorned with brass nailhead trim. Tile is 

featured prominently throughout the restaurant, with subway tile, mirrored tile, European-style tile, and basketweave tile all on 

display.
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Would you like to get involved? If you have questions about 
volunteering for a committee or being a part of the board, please let 

us know as we would love to have you work with our chapter.



Thank You
Thank you for being apart of tonight’s 

celebration.  Congratulations to our NEWH 

Atlanta 2023 TopID’s and our Student 

Scholarship Recipients. 

To our sponsors thank you so much, we could 

not do this with out you. 

Have a wonderful Holiday Season.


